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Extended Abstract  

      One of the key requirements for successful production of flexible electronics is the quality of the substrate.  High 

quality substrates produce high yields in the coating processes.  Despite being high quality when manufactured, the 

quality can easily be compromised by particles being deposited during transport and unwinding, by oligomers migrating 

from the polymer base to the surface over time or by organic contamination.  The result is a high quality film with a low 

quality surface, something that is not ideal for the thin functional coatings used in flexible electronics.  This is a key 

reason for high defect rates.   

This paper will present a new technology, for which patent protection has been sought, combines proven techniques 

for particle removal with a sealed process chamber for innovative plasma organic removal, surface activation and 

functionalization. The single unit operates at atmospheric pressure. This allows a commercially produced, standard 

plastic film to be treated immediately before coating to produce the highest quality surface in a single step and in 

ambient conditions which offers significant technological and commercial advantages.  

The first stage in the process utilises state of the art contact cleaning to remove discrete particles down to 100nm in 

size.  The substrate then enters the surface treatment portion of this process which involves a Dual Dielectric Barrier 

Discharge(DDBD) Plasma Technology operating at atmospheric pressure.  This provides a non-equilibrium plasma that 

provides high density active species, including radicals, energetic electrons and ions at low gas temperature.  It 

effectively volatilises and vaporises organic contaminants to achieve surface cleaning and sterilisation.  This 

homogeneous diffuse atmospheric plasma discharge operates in near oxygen free atmospheres to establish high area 

density surface functionalities for continuous surface modification of a wide range of roll to roll materials.  It is 

designed for use with a wide range of noble and reactive gases 

Techniques, such as contact cleaning, are already available to remove particles but these techniques do not remove 

organic contamination like oligomers which migrate to the surface of the film over time. Currently surface pre-

treatment in ambient coating lines involves corona discharge and the initial test results in Table 1 show a significant 

improvement in surface properties when DDBD is used instead of corona. 

 

  Table 1    Plasma vs. Corona Treatment of Metal Foil Substrates 

 Stainless Steel  Copper Nickel 

 
DDBD Plasma  Corona DDBD Plasma  Corona DDBD Plasma  Corona 

Contact Angle before Treatment (°) 96 96 92 92 89 89 

Contact angle after Treatment (°) < 5 26 < 5 23 < 5 21 

Peel Strength before Treatment (g/25mm) 515 515 530 530 568 568 

Peel Strength after Treatment (g/25mm) 875 758 893 772 923 806 

 

Key aspects of surface quality are surface cleanliness, surface activation to improve coating adhesion and surface 

functionalization to allow specific thin films to be deposited.  This new technology enables all these key aspects to be 

achieved in coating lines operating in ambient environments, and allows creation of higher value substrates using a 

simple and cost effective process.  
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